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ORGANIZE YOUR DISKS!
Fatcat will automatically read all of
your DOS 3.3 and ProDOSTllfile names
into one or more "Master Catalog"
files, for sorting, searching and printing. Merging disk catalogs helps prevent duplication of files and disks.
A Master Catalog may be saved on
disk and then updated at any time by
simply reading in new or altered disks.
SORT AND SEARCH
Fatcat will quickly alphabetize an entire
Master Catalog (containing file names
from up to 100 of your disks) by file
type, file name or disk name.
FIND FILES FAST!
For example, find and print out all file
names containing the letters "APPLE",
or find and list all of the Text files or
Applesoft files in your entire library.
Search by file description or disk title
too. For example, have Fatcat print an
alphabetized list of all of your "Game"
disks or all of your "Financial" files.

ALPHABETIZE FILE NAMES
Fatcat's "Sortcat" program lets you alphabetize your DOS 3.3 and ProDOS
catalogs, and move any file name to
any position in that catalog. Files ofall
types become much easier to find every
time you "CATALOG" a disk. Your
ProDOS disks' main catalogs and subdirectories may be alphabetized too.
FILE COMPARER
Quickly compare any two Applesoft
files in your library. Non-matching
program lines are called out so you
know which is the latest version. Compare Text, Binary & ProDOS files too.,
UP TO 1000 FILE NAMES per Master
Catalog (minimum 48K required), or
UP TO 1500 file names if you move
DOS (minimum 64K and separate 008move program required to move DOS 3.3).
FREE PEEKS & POKES CHART
Apple's "Peeks, Pokes, Pointers and
Calls" on one llx17 poster. An indispensable Apple programming tool.
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Hello.
If any significant changes or additions have
been made to Fatcat since this manual was
printed, you may read about them in the NarES
file on the Fatcat disk.
]RUN NarES
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Fatcat™
Alan
by

Bird

FATCAT is a ''multiple-disk catalog" program
that reads and organizes all of your Apple DOS
3.3 and ProDOS ™ file names together into one
or roore "Master Catalog" files. Each Master
Catalog may be sorted, searched, printed, and
saved on disk, thus becoming a handy reference
guide to your personal disk library. Master
catalogs may be updated at any time by reading
in new or altered disks.
Fatcat lets you assign an optional short
"File Description" for each file name in each
Master Catalog. DOS 3.3 disks may be assigned a
descriptive "Disk Title" that will optionally
appear at the top of each disk's normal Catalog.
(Note: ProDOS disks are named during normal
formatting. The disk name appears in the catalog
as a normal ProDOS feature.)

BEFORE YOU START
We assume you are familiar with the basics of
disk handling am OOS. If terms like "file name"
and "boot", and corrmands like "CATALOG" are
foreign to you, maybe you should read at least
part of your Apple manuals. We'll wai there •••

Back it up!
Fatcat, and all Beagle Bros disks, are
unprotected. This means you can, and should,
make a backup copy for safekeeping. RUN COPYA
from your DOS 3.3 Systan Master disk to copy
Fatcat onto a blank disk in a minute or so.
Since Fatcat is not copy protected (just
copyrighted), it is easier to use and,
therefore, more valuable to you, the purchaser.
Please honor our copyrights by not giving copies
of our products away. You support us and we'll
support you.
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Normal Disks Please
Fatcat will not be able to read or otherwise
cope with copy-protected disks or disks that
aren't formatted with reasonably-standard DOS
3.3 or ProDOS. Please don't make it try.

About DOS 3.3 and ProDOS™
Your Apple can run under two standard "Disk
q>erating Systems". Therefore, you might have
two different kinds of disks in your library.
Fatcat can tell which "DOS" (rhymes with
"boss") is which by "reading" a disk. You can
tell by booting the disk in question and typing
"CAT". If you get a "?Syntax Error" message, you
have booted DOS 3.3. If a disk catalog appears,
it's Apple's newer DOS-- ProDOS.
There are many other DOS's out there (too
many if you ask us). Fatcat only works with
A{:ple 's DOS 3.3 and ProDOS.

One or Two Drives
Fatcat will work with either one or two disk
drives. The Fatcat disk comes fram the factory
configured for one drivei see "Parameters Menu"
on page 8 for changing to two. Fatcat is
somewhat easier to use wi th two drives, because
you can keep your Master Catalog disk in one
drive and use the other drive for swapping
"Subject Disks", the disks you will be reading
into the Master Catalog.

1000 File Names Max (unless...)
Due to Apple's memory limitations, the largest
possible Fatcat Master Catalog is 1000 file
names and/or 100 disks. The limit may be
increased to 1500 file names if you have at
least 64K of memory (all Apple lIe's and lIe's
do) and a "DOS-Move" program such as the ones
included with Beagle Bros' GPLE™and ProntoOOS™
disks).
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A Plug: ProntoDOS will provide the additional
benefit of tripling the speed of Fatcat's disk
operations--reading, loading and saving files.
~

Important: Master catalogs saved when DOS
is moved may not be loaded if DOS is not
moved (and vice versa). DOS-Moved Master
catalog files are preceded by "OM.". Other
Master catalogs are preceded by "M:.".

Some Definitions
MASTER CATALOG: The file on disk or in memory
containing information about your disks. The
Master Catalog file may be given any legal
file name. The file name will automatically
be preceded by "M:." or "OM.", depending on
whether DOS has been moved (see above) •
MASTER DRIVE: The disk drive that contains your
Master catalog disk. See "One or Two Drives"
on page 4.
SUBJECT DISK: Any normally formatted DOS 3.3 or
ProDOS disk that you want to enter into a
Master catalog.
SUBJECT DRIVE: The disk drive you will use to
read Subject Disks from. See "One or Two
Drives" on page 4.
FILE TYPES: The codes you normally see in a disk
catalog next to the file names (like B, A, T,
etc., for DOS 3.3; or BIN, BAS, VAR, etc.,
for ProDOS). These codes tell you the format
of each program or file.
FILE DESCRIPTIONS: The optional short description (like "GAME" or "UTILITY") that you may
give each of your Master catalog file names
(see page 16).
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Group Your Disks
If you have more than 100 disks or more than
1000 file names (or 1500; see page 4) in your
library, arrange your disks into logical groups,
each to become part of a separate Master Catalog.
Name Your Disks
Please label each of your disks with a unique
name, 15 characters or less. You might want to
use short names like IIAl lI , IIA2 11 , etc, or IIGames
Ill, llGames 211 • • • It's up to you. Treat two-sided
disks like two separate disks.
If you visit the local stationery store,
you'll find some small self-adhesive labels,
perfect for labeling disks. We like the
brightly-colored round ones, about III in
diameter--one color for ProDOS and another for
ooS 3.3.
You can use a felt-tip pen to write on a
disk's existing label, but WATCH OUT-- you can
damage a disk if you press down too hard with
the pen or with your big fist. And don't tell
anyone where you read this, but you can write
directly on the black surface of a disk's jacket
with a red or non-repro blue pencil, or one of
those gold or silver felt pens.
About Disk Names...
Actually, disk names are not critical to the
operation of Fatcat, but they are critical to
you being able to find the disk you are looking
for. And by the way, if you have two or more
disks with the same name, it might confuse you,
but not Fatcat. Fatcat lIimprints ll each disk, the
first time it sees it, with a unique, one-in-azillion, code number (invisible to you, but not
to Fatcat) •
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Data Disk Recommended
Although not absolutely necessary, we suggest
initializing a separate DOS 3.3 Fatcat "data
disk" with only your Master Catalog(s) on it.
Here's what you do:
1. Boot the Fatcat disk without Running Fatcat.
2. Type "NEW" (return).
3. Remove the disk from the drive (IMPORTANT!).
4. Insert a blank or erasable disk.
5. Type "INIT HELLO" (return).
6. Wait until the cursor returns.
7. Type "DELETE HELLO" (return).
Do not put the Fatcat program and related files
on this disk (you could, but they would just
take up space). Instead, RUN FATCAT from another
disk, put it away and use your new data disk for
storing up to four Master Catalogs.
Write-Protect Tabs Off Please
Please remove the write-protect tab from a disk
being read by Fatcat for the first time, so a
disk 10 number and disk name may be written onto
the disk. See pages 11 and 12 for more details.

]RUN FATCAT
Fatcat is a normal DOS 3.3 disk. Boot it and
you're in business. If you answer "y" to the
question "Run Fatcat?", Fatcat will
automatically be run.
OR boot any normal 3.3 disk; then insert a
disk with Fatcat on it, and type "RUN FATCAT"
(FATCAT is one word; don't ask why) •
Note: If you boot ProntoDOS (our triple-speed
DOS disk) before Running Fatcat (don't boot
Fatcat), you will benefit from Pronto's speed
when loading and saving your Master Catalogs.
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THE PARAMETERS MENU
Right after the Fatcat title page appears, you
will be given the option of customizing Fatcat
for your Apple system.
If the val ues shown in the menu on the
screen agree wi th you and your system, answer
"y" (Yes) to the "Parameters OK?" question.
If you want to make scme changes, answer
"N" (No). Then type the number that appears next
to the parameter you want to change.
Note: You
Menu when
to change
necessary

can only access the Parameters
Fatcat is first Run. If you need
a parameter later, it will be
to quit and RUN FATCAT again.

Slot and Drive Numbers (Parameters 1-4)
One-Drive Systems: If you only have one disk
drive, both the Master and Slave Drive
numbers should be set at Slot 6 and Drive 1.
Two-Drive Systems: Every two-drive system we
know of uses Slot 6, Drive 1 and Slot 6,
Drive 2; disk drive slots other than 6 are
rarely used.

Printer Slot Number (Parameter 5)
Slot 1 is standard. If you use a different slot,
however, it's ok with Fatcat.

Column Width (Parameter 6)
The choice here is 40 or 80-columns. 80-columns
looks better and allows more information to
appear on the screen. However, same Apples are
not equipped with 80-column hardware. If yours
is, select 80. Printer printouts are not
affected by the column-width chosen.
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Printer Strings (Parameters 7, 8, 9 and 0)
You may want to send special words or characters
to your printer before it prints your Master
catalogs.
For example, to have your name printed
above all of your Master catalog printouts,
select "7" (if 7 is unused); then type your name
and press Return. Your name will appear next to
number 7 in the Parameters Menu and be printed
above all of your Master catalog printouts.
Or you may need to print "(ctrl-I)813N" to
get your printer to work in 813 columns, or
"(ctrl-I) 613P" to print 613 lines per page
(depends entirely on your brand and model of
printer and interface card). Enter these printer
commands just as you would your name (example
above). Normally-invisible control characters
will appear in inverse on the screen. Your
printer may support other control-character
coomands for emphasized type, condensed type,
etc. Check your manual.
When the Parameters Menu reads the way you
want it, press the Esc key, and the updated
parameters will be saved on disk. The next time
you use this same Fatcat program, these new
parameters will appear in the Parameters Menu.
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The Fatcat Keychart

REMOVE CORNERS
FOR USE WITH OLD
APPLE 11'5 and 11+'5

Whenever you use Fatcat, position the Keychart
that came wi th the disk behind the front row of
keys on your Apple. Each top row key corresponds
to a different Fatcat function, and may be
selected from the "KEYCHART COMMAND" mode.
The Keychart Comnand screen supplies you
with information about which slots and drives
are active, the number of files and disks that
have been read into memory, the amount of free
memory, and the printer's off/on status.
Whenever the Keychart Corrmand screen is
visible, Fatcat is ready for you to make a
selection from the keychart. The name of the
function being performed will then be printed at
the top of the screen. If you wonder what's
happening, look at the top of the screen.
If you make a wrong move, just press the
Esc key to return to the Keychart Corrmand roode.
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KEYCHART OPTIONS
(1) and (!) catalog Drive 1 and 2
Pressing "1" or "!" (shift-l) will catalog the
disk in Drive 1 or 2, respectively. DOS 3.3
disks will catalog normally. ProDOS catalogs
will show you the main directory plus ALL of the
files in ALL catalog sublevels.
(2) Disk Names
Pressing "2" will let you perform several
functions concerning disk names-1. Display the disk names of all disks that
have been read so far into the Master
catalog in memory.
2. Display the name of the disk currently in
the Subject Drive.
3. Add or change the name of the disk in the
Subject Drive.
DISK NAMES IN DOS 3.3 CATALOGS

Fatcat will let you specify that a disk's name
will appear as a title when you execute a normal
OOS 3.3 "CATAL<X;" comnand. Try this feature on a
backup of a disk to see if you like it. (ProDOS
disks are all assigned names automatically by
the ProDOS FILER program.)
catalog Disk Titles look like thiS:]
DISK VOLUME 123
GEORGE'S DISK ........ . - - - - - - *A 042 HELLO
*B 003 DATA FILE
*A 015 ANOTHER PR<X;RAM
Technical Stuff: The Disk Title "GEORGE'S DISK"
in the sample above is a dummy file name created
with 7 backspaces (control-H's) followed by the
name. The file name is inserted at the top of
the catalog by "sliding" all of the other file
names down one position. See "Deleting the Disk
Title", next page.
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More Technical Stuff: Fatcat hides its DOS 3.3
disk names and 6-byte ID numbers in the VTOC;
track 17 ($11), sector 0.
DELETlNG A DISK TITLE
To

delete a Disk Title from the catalog, select
keychart option 2 (Disk Names) then screen menu
option 3 (Change Disk Name). Type the disk's
name and answer "N" to "Name in catalogs?".

,

(3) Read Subject Disk Into Memory
Type "3" to read the directory (catalog) of a
Subject Disk into memory. As the directory is
read, the disk's name is displayed, followed by
each file name and a number indicating its
current position in the Master catalog.
If a disk has never been read by Fatcat, it
will be assigned an invisible 10 number. If it
has not been assigned a name, you will be asked
to name it. Don't miss this opportunity to name
your disk; you'll be glad you did later.
After naming a 3.3 disk, you will be asked
if you want the name to appear at the top of
your catalogs (see page 11). Answer "Y" or "N".
If "Y" is your answer, stand by while Fatcat
rearranges your catalog and adds the title.
WRITE-PROTECT PROBLEMS: If a disk is wri teprotected (if the notch on the side is covered),
then Fatcat cannot assign a disk name or 10
number to the disk. For best results, please
remove all write-protect tabs temporarily to
accommodate Fatcat the first time a disk is
read. If a disk is not assigned an 10 number,
Fatcat will not be able to identify the disk the
next time it "sees" it (a potential problem for
both you and Fatcat).
If a disk is permanently write-protected
and has no notch (like the Apple System Master) ,
make a backup on a normal notched disk and have
Fatcat read that disk instead.

I
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(4) Cear Memory
"4" if you want to erase the current Master
catalog fran memory and start a new one. This
should be done if you are finished with one
Master catalog and are starting another (be sure
you save the first one on disk), or if you
simply want to start over.
Type

(5) Load Master catalog Into Memory
Type "5" to load a Master catalog from disk into
memory. This must be done before you can update,
list or print a Master catalog.
Master catalog file names are preceded by
an "M:." (normal Master Catalog) or "DM." (DosMoved) prefix. Do not type this prefix when
loading (or saving) Master Catalogs from Fatcat.
For your viewing pleasure, a Master catalog
named "BEAGLE" has been provided on the Fatcat
disk. Load and display it (option 8) to list the
current Beagle Bros disks and file names.
(6) save Master catalog
"6" to save the Master catalog that is
currently in memory onto a disk. You must use a
disk with enough free space--about 100 free
sectors for each normal Master catalog or about
about 130 sectors if OOS is moved (see "Data
Disks" on page 7). If Fatcat gives you a "Disk
Full" error message, you will have to insert
another disk with plenty of free space.
Master Catalog file names are automatically
prefixed with "M:." (or "OM." if DOS is moved;
see page 4). Do not type this prefix when saving
(or loading) Master catalogs from Fatcat.
Type

~ WE

REPEAT: Make sure the disk you are
saving onto has plenty of free space!
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(7) Printer Off/On
Type "7" to get your printer ready for one of

these print functions:
o CATAL<X; A DISK
o DISPrAY MASTER CATALCX:;
o SEARCH

Each of these functions will print only on the
screen (not the printer) unless you have pressed
"7" to connect your printer. Each "7" keypress
toggles fram Off to on and back again. The
Off/On status is always displayed in the middle
of the screen in the Keychart Coomand roode.
By the way, Fatcat has no way of knowing if
your printer itself is turned on (or even
plugged in, for that matter). Option 7 just gets
it ready to print if it is.
When a printing function is completed, the
printer is automatically disconnected (Off). You
will need to reactivate it (On) to print
sanething else.
(8) Display Master catalog
Typing "8" will list the Master catalog in
memory to the screen (printer Off) or to your
printer (printer Oni option 7). This option
assumes there is a Master catalog in memory.
Press any key to pause the display and any key
to resume. Press Esc or control-c to terminate
the listing.
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,

•

SAMPLE MASTER CATALOG

(FILE DESCRIPTION)

rvp SEC DISK NAME

FILE NAME

BIN 002 IMORE.DATA
A 052 PICTURE DISK

ACCTS.PAYABLE
ALPHA PLUT been
This Master Catalog has
sorted alphabetically

A 844 DATA DISK

DATA DISK
TXT 088 IDISK.J23
BAS 818 IDISK.123
B 024

BY! E LAP

by file name.

FINANCIAL DATA
LEVEL IILEVEL2/LEVEL3/PROGRAH
STARIUP

(UTILITY)
(DATAl " File Descriptions
are in parentheses.

'\

ProDOS disk names
start with a slash.

The Master catalog is displayed in nearly the
same format as a DOS 3.3 catalog except that the
disk name appears before the file names, and an
optional File Description (in parentheses)
follows the file name. If you are using a 40column screen, the File Descriptions will appear
on the next line. (Printer printouts are not
affected by 40 or 80-column screen width.)
Control characters in file names will
appear on the screen in inverse, but print as
normal upper-case characters on your printer.
See page 11 for an explanation of why some file
names have control-H' s in them.
Fatcat Disk Titles that appear in disk
catalogs (page 11) will not be read or printed
as file names by Fatcat.
ProDOS NOTES

ProDOS Disk Names are always preceded by a slash
(/). ProDOS just likes it that way.
Fatcat displays ProDOS blocks (file sizes)
in their corresponding sector si.ze (1 block = 2
sectors). A Master Catalog ProDOS file showing
the number "010" (meaning 10 sectors) under
"Sec" would show "005" (meaning 5 blocks) in its
disk catalog.
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(9) Add File Descriptions
Type "9" to add File Descriptions to any or all
file names in a Master catalog. File
Descriptions allow you to do searches on them.
For example, you can search for and list all of
the file names with a "GAMES" description.
File Descriptions appear in parentheses in
the Master catalog after the main file
information.
Here's the procedure for adding File
Descriptions:
Select keychart option 9. Fatcat will first
ask "Stop at Each File Name?".
IF YOU ANSWER "y", each appropriate File
Name will be displayed one at a time, and you
will select a File Description from a menu at
the top of the screen. Something like this:
l:BACKUP
2:DATA
3: DEMO
4:GAME
5:HIRES PIC 6:UTILITY
If you want to select a File Description that
doesn't appear in the menu, press "A" to add a
new one (9 characters or less). If you want to
rename a description, type "R". There is a
maximum of 45 File Descriptions.
IF YOU ANSWER "N" to "Stop at Each File
Name?", you will then select a "Search Type":
1. FILE NAME
2. DISK NAME

3. FILE TYPE
4. FILE DESCRIPTION
If you select 1 (File Name) or 2 (Disk Name),
you will be asked to type in a Search Word (see
page 19). If you select 3 (File Type) or 4 (File
Description), you will select from a menu on the
screen.
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ADDING ALE DESCRIPTIONS
EXAMPLE #1

Suppose you want to add various File Descriptions to all of the files on a disk named
"BEAGLE BAG". Here's what you would do:
1. Select keychart option 9.
2. Answer "y" to "Stop at Each File Name?".
3. Answer "2" (Disk Name) when asked for
"Search Type".
4. Type "BEAGLE BAG" after "Search For:".
(or a partial string like "BAG" or "BEAG"
would probably work). The disk name, "Beagle
Bag", will be displayed followed by the
first file name on the disk.
5. If you see a File Description that describes
this file name (in the menu at the top of the
screen), type its number. If you want to add
a new File Description, type "A". To rename a
Description, type "R". If you don't want a
File Description for this file name, just
press Return. If you want to exit this mode,
press Esc.
6. Continue selecting File Descriptions for each
file name. Press Esc to quit early.
EXAMPLE #2

Suppose you want to add the File Description
"utility" to every file name containing the word
"Fatcat" in it.
1. Select keychart option 9.
2. Answer "N" to "Stop at Each File Name?".
3. Select the number for "utility" fran the
menu at the top of the screen.
4. Answer "1" (File Name) when asked for
"Search Type".
5. Type "FATCAT" after "Search For:". (or a
partial string like "FAT" or "ATC" would
probably work). File Descriptions will
automatically be added and displayed.
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(O) Delete Files
"0" if you want to delete some file names
fran a Master Catalog. The files to be deleted
are selected with a search word (see "search
Words" on page 19).
If you answer "y" to "Stop at Each File
Name?", Fatcat will stop at each file name that
matches your search word and ask if you want to
delete it.
If you answer "N" to "stop at Each File
Name?", Fatcat will autanatically list each file
name it thinks it should delete. You will then
have the opportunity of approving the list
before actual deletion.
Type

(-) Sort Master Catalog

(colon key on Apple II or 11+)

select this option to alphabetize your Master
Catalog by disk name or file name, or to sort it
numerically by sector size, or to group it by
file type or File Description. Sorting will
occur ONLY IN MEMORY, not on the disk. You must
save your Master Catalog (option 6) after
sorting if you want to keep it in sorted form.
Sorting alphabetically by file name before
any other type of sort is often a good idea. For
example, if you sort by file name, then by disk
name, the file names will be grouped
alphabetically within each disk name group.
A Master Catalog may be displayed or saved
or updated in its sorted form.
~Note:

To sort file names on the disk's
catalog itself, use the SORTCAT utility on
the Fatcat disk. (Sortcat is a separate
program, see page 21 for instructions).
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(=) search Master Catalog (minus key on Apple II or 11+)
Select this option to search through the Master
catalog and list or print those entries that
match a search word (see below). Connect your
printer first (option 7) if you want a search to
be printed.
Note: If you sort a Master catalog before
you use the Search option, you will, of course,
get a sorted search.
SEARCH WORDS

A search word is simply all or part of the
word(s) to be searched for.
For example, a file name search on the
search word "CAL" would select the file nalres
VISICALC, CALIFRAGIC and LOCAL NEWS.
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Compare
When using Fatcat, you will undoubtedly uncover
many files with identical names. COMPARE lets
you canpare any two files. If they are
identical, Compare will tell you so.
Important: There are two versions of Canpare-one for ooS 3.3 (called IlCOMPARE Il ), and one for
ProOOS (called IlCCMPARE.PRO Il ).
~ To compare ooS 3.3 files, BRUN COMPARE with
OOS 3.3 booted.
~ To compare ProooS files, you must convert the
program IlCCMPARE.PRO Il to ProOOS, using the
CXlNVERT program that was included with
ProOOS. Then, with ProOOS booted,
BRUN COMPARE. PRO.
Both versions of Compare work the same; just
follow the instructions on the screen. You will
be asked to tyPe the narnP.S of the two files you
want to canpare. You may SPeCify slot and drive
as part of the file name (for example,
HELLO,S6,02). For ProOOS file names, you will
need to SPeCify the full path name.
For Applesoft canparisons, you may enter a
Return-keypress only to specify the program
currently in memory.
Compare will list the line numbers of all
program lines that are different (and optionally
those that are the same). A character will
appear next to each line number:
111 11 means a program line exists in program #1
but not in program #2.
112 11 means a program line exists in program #2
but not in program #1.
110 11 means both programs have the same line
number, but the lines are different.
IlSIl means the lines are the same (IlSIl appears
only if the IlSame ll option was selected).
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Sortcat
SORTCAT lets you rearrange the file names in
individual DOS 3.3 or ProDOS directories
(catalogs). A directory may be sorted in its
entirety, or you may move files one at a time
to any position.
To run Sortcat, type "BRUN SOR'ICAT". You
will be presented with the DOS 3.3 Menu below.
To switch to the ProOOS Menu type "8".
DOS 3.3 MENU (Select Option 8 for ProDOS)
(1) READ DIRECTORY
(2) DISPLAY DIRECTORY
(3) SORT BY ALE NAME
NOTE: The options
shown in this menu do
(4) SORT BY ALE TYPE
not relate to the Fatcat
keychart. Don't use the
(5) MOVE ALE NAMES
keychart with Sortcat.
(6) WRITE DIRECTORY
(7) DISPLAY DELETED ALE NAMES
(8) SWITCH TO ProDOS MODE
(0) QUIT

(1) READ DIRECTORY (DO THIS FIRSl1)

Use this option to read a DOS 3.3 directory into
memory. This must be done before using any of
the other options (except 8 and 0).
(2) DISPLAY DIRECTORY

Use this option to list the directory in memory,
and to see any sorting that might have been done
so far. Changes are not written to the disk
until you use option 6.
(3) SORT BY RLE NAME

Use this option to sort the directory alphabetically by file name. When the blinking cursor
returns, the sort is finished. Use option 2 to
examine the sorted directory.
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(4) SORT BY ALE TYPE

Use this option to group file names by file
type. You will probably want to use option 3
before option 4.
(5) MOVE ALE NAMES

Use this option to move individual file names.
For example, after sorting, you may want to move
the HELLO program to the top of the catalog, or
you may have dummy label file names that need to
be placed in proper positions.
This option will first list the directory
in memory; use control-S to pause and continue
the listing. A number will appear next to each
file name; use it to select which file name to
move and where to move it. Sortcat will move the
FROM file name in front of the TO file name. To
move a file to the end of the directory, enter
the number+l of the last file name.
(6) WRITE DIRECTORY

After the directory has been rearranged to your
liking, type "6 11 to write the directory back
onto the disk. If you don't, any changes will be
made in memory only, but not show when you
catalog the disk.
~WARNING:

MAKE SURE YOU WRITE ONTO THE SAME DISK
YOU HAVE READ. WRITING A DIRECTORY TO THE WRONG
DISK WILL TURN THAT DISK INTO A COFFEE COASTER.

(7) DISPlAY DELETED ALE NAMES
Type 117" to see which files have recently been

deleted fram the disk. These files can
(possibly) be recovered by using the UNDELETE
utility on Beagle Bros' SILICON SALAD disk.
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(8) SWITCH TO ProDOS MODE
Use this option if you want to change a ProDOS

catalog. You will then see this screen menu:
ProDOS MENU (Select Option 8 for DOS 3.3)
(1) READ MAIN DIRECTORY
(2) DISPLAY DIRECTORY
(3) SORT BY RLE NAME
(4) SORT BY RLE TYPE
(5) MOVE RLE NAMES
(6) WRITE DIRECTORY
(7) READ SUBDIRECTORY
(8) SWITCH TO DOS 3.3 MODE
(0) QUIT

NOTE: The options
shown in lt1is menu do
not relate to the Fatcat
keychart. Don't use the
keychart with Sortcat.

(1) READ MAIN DIRECTORY (DO THIS FIRSl1)

Type "1" to read a disk's main directory into
rremory. This must be done before using any of
the other options (except 8 and 0).
Options (2), (3), (4), (5), (6) and (0) are the
same as DOS 3.3 (see pages 21-22).
(7) READ SUBDIRECTORY
Type "7" to read a ProDOS subdirectory. Sortcat

will list the current directory and allow you to
select one of the subdirectories. That
subdirectory then becomes the current directory.
It may be rearranged and then written back to
the disk, or you may read in one of its
subdirectories.
Confused? well, WE didn't wri te ProDOS!

•

(8) SWITCH TO DOS 3.3 MODE

This option returns the DOS 3.3 Menu (page 21).
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FATCATINDEX
Alphabetizing File Names
21
Alphabetizing Master Catalogs .. 18
Backup Copies
3
Catalog
11
Clearing Memory
13
Coffee Coaster
22
COMPARE
20
Control Chars. in File Names
15
Data Disks
7
Deleting Disk Names
12
Deleting File Names
18
Disk 10 Numbers
7, 12
Disk Names
6, 11
Displaying Master Catalogs
14
DOS 3.3
21
DOS-Movers
4
Drives, Number of
4, 8
Eighty-Columns
8
File Name Umit
.4
File Descriptions
5
File Types
5
GPLEM • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 5

10 Numbers
Keychart
Labels
Loading Master Catalogs
Master Catalog
Master Drive/Slot
Moving DOS
Parameters Menu
Printer Off/On
Printer Strings
Printer Slot
ProDOS"
ProntoDOS'M
Reading Disks
Running Fatcat.
Saving Master Catalogs
Search
Search Words
SORTCAT
Sorting Master Catalogs
Subject Disk/Drive
Write Protection

7, 12
10
6
13
5
5

.4
8
14
9
8
.4
5, 7
12
7
13
19
19
21
18
5
7, 12

Disclaimer of All Warranties and Uabilities
Even though the software described in this manual has been tested and reviewed, neither Beagle
Bros nor its software suppliers make any warranty or representation, either express or implied,
with respect to this manual, the software and/or the diskette; their quality, performance, merchantability, or fitness for any particular purpose. As a result, the diskette, software and manual are
sold "as is," and you, the purchaser, are assuming the entire risk as to their quality and
performance. In no event will Beagle Bros or its software suppliers be liable for direct, indirect,
incidental, or consequential damages resulting from any defect in the diskette, software. or
manual, even if they have been advised of the possibility of such damages. In particular, they shall
have no liability for any programs or data stored in or used with Beagle Bros products. including
the costs of recovering or reproducing these programs or data. Some states do not allow the
exclusion or limitation of implied warranties or liability for incidental or consequential damages,
so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.

0083.3
This product includes software, DOS 3.3, licensed from Apple Computer, Inc. Apple Computer,
Inc. makes no warranties, either express or implied, regarding the enclosed computer software
package, its merchantability or its fitness for any particular purpose. Some states do not allow the
exclusion or limitation of implied warranties or liability for incidental or consequential damages,
so the above limitation or exclusion may not apply to you.
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Other Beagle Bros Apple Software
CHECK OUR APPLE MAGAZINE ADS TO SEE WHAT'S NEW.

• GRAPHICS.

• PROGRAMMING •

o ALPHA
PLOT (11+. lie, Ik)t
$39.50 o BEAGLE BASIC (lie, II-It
$34.95
Normal hi-res (6 colors, 280x192 pixels) drawing and typing
Puts Applesoft in RAM so you can change it and add
64K

on both hi-res pages. Compress pictures to 1/3 disk space.

enhancements-new commands like if-then-ELSE, SWAP
variables, GOTO/GOSUB-a-variable, TONE, HSCRN, etc.

o APPLE
MECHANIC (II+,IIe,lIclt
29.50
Create hi-res shapes foranimation with Applesoft's DRAW &:
o Reword
DOS BOSS (11-. lie, IIc)t
24.00
XDRAW commands. Put fancy hi-res
in your programs.
DOS 3.3 commands. Change "Catalog" to "Cat",
type

Ust &: learn demo programs teach you hi-res programming.

"Syntax Error" to "Oops" or anything. Includes many mealy

tips for altering DOS, including program "save-protection".
o APPLE
MECHANIC 1YPEFACESt .... 20.00
26 new editable fonts to be used with Apple Mechanic.
o 2-way
DOUBLE-TAKE (11-, lie, Ikl*
34.95
scroll for Listings &: Catalogs. Better Ust-format, fast
o Double
BEAGLE GRAPHICS (lk
lle)* ..... 59.95
variable+line number display, better renumber/append,
hi-res drawing (16 colors, 560xl92 pixels) and typauto line-numbering, instant hex/dec con""rter and more.
ing in many typestyles (all editable). Color fill, cut &: paste,
color mixes. 33 new commands R>r using double-res in
o
GPLE lie, Ik)*
49.95
your programs. Convert normal hi-res pictures and programs
Edit Applesoft without cursor-tracing. Features insert &:
or 1281<

20()+

(11-.

to double hi-res, compress pix to 1/3 disk space .

o Variable-width
FLEX 1YPE (lI+,IIe,lklt
29.50
text (wide, nannal, condensed) controllable
with nannal Applesoft commands. No 8O-column card reqd.

o FRAME-UP
(11+. licIt
29_50
Make Apple "slide shows". Keyboard controlled or unatlie,

tended, using your existing hi-res, lo-res and text screens.

o TRIPLE-DUMP
(11-, lle,lIcl*
39.95
Transfer any image, including double hi-res, to your dot
matrix printer. Make Giant (S" high characters) Banners too.

• ALlrPURPOSE.

o Acts
DISKQUlK (lk
llelt
$29.50
like half a disk 00"" in slot 3. Silent and fast as a hard
or 128K

disk. Load/sa"" files in memory with normal commands.

o FATCAT
(II+,11e, 1Ie}*
34.95
all ofyour DOS 3.3 and ProDOS file names into one or
Reads
more Master Catalogs for sorting, searching and printing.
Alphabetize file names on disks. Compare any two files.

o Triples
PRONTO-DOS (11+. lie, Iklt
29.50
the speed of loading and saving. New 1YPE command displays text file contents. Mo"" DOS for extra 1OK.

delete and fast search &: replace. Make all keys be "function
keys" to type anything you like (ESe-l catalogs disk, etc.).
M~ DOS 3.3 out of main memory to add 10K of space.

o SILICON
SALAD lie, licIt
24.95
0= 100 utilities and tricks- hi-res program splitter, DOS
(11-,

killer, disk scanner, hi-res text imprinter, 2-track catalog...

o TIP
DISK #1 (11-. lie, licIt
100 tips on disk from Tip Books 1

o UTILI1Y
CI1Y (11-. lie. Iklt
29.50
21 utilities- Ust-fannatter puts each statement on a new
line, multi<olumn catalogs, invisible/trick file names, etc.

• GAMES.

o 12BEAGLE
BAG
lie, lie}
$29.50
games on one disk. Voted to 1983's MOST POPUU\R list
(11-,

in SoItal/c poll. The best Apple game bargain on the market.

t Supports DOS 3.3 only

* Supports DOS 3.3 and ProDOS~

Copyright © 1984, Alan Bird
ISBN ()"917085-03-5
Published by BEAGLE BROS MICRO SOFTWARE, INC,
3990 Old Town Avenue, San Diego, California 92110
FATCAT

T1I

,

20.00

Fascinating Apple
programming techniques. Includes Apple Command Chart.

